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Application of an Er: Doped Fiber Comb for Sr Lattice Clock
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Abstract For measurement of the 87Sr lattice clock probe laser frequency and controlling the red cooling laser and

lattice magic wavelength etc, a frequency comb based on a mode-locked erbium fiber laser is built and locked to

H-maser. The measurement realizes strong output at desired wavelengths, including 689, 698 and 813 nm (acquire

at different time in one branch). The total visible spectrum power is about 120 mW and the power in the single

frequency is more than 200 mW within 2 nm (full width half maximum). The beat signal between the comb tooth

and the external laser with a signal-to-noise ratio is up to 30 dB (300 kHz resolution bandwidth). The tracking

stability is better than 60 mHz at 1 s.
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掺铒光纤光梳在锶晶格钟中的应用研究
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摘要 为了测量 87Sr原子光晶格钟的钟激光频率和控制红冷却激光及光晶格激光的绝对频率，实验建立了一套掺铒

光纤光学频率梳系统，并将其锁定到了氢钟参考信号上。光梳的可见光测量部分对 689、698及 813 nm等特定波长

功率进行了优化 (在同一扩谱支路中不同时获得)，其输出光谱功率大于 120 mW，单点频率下的功率在 2 nm宽度时

大于 200 mW。实验得到的外激光和光梳梳齿拍频信号信噪比大于 30 dB(在分辨率带宽 300 kHz时观测)，锁定后频

率跟踪秒级稳定度优于 60 mHz。
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1 Introduction
Compared with Ti: sapphire comb, fiber frequency combs have the advantages of small size, low price, easy

maintenance, high stability and environmental robustness, which make them useful in many fields, such as frequency
metrology[1-4], precise measurement of optical spectroscopy, absolute distance measurement, and ultrastable microwave
generation.

A 87Sr optical lattice clock at NIM[5- 6] is developed. For measurement of the clock transition frequency and
controlling the red cooling laser and lattice magic wavelength etc, a fiber frequency comb based on a mode-locked
erbium fiber laser[7- 9] is built. The efficient visual optical spectrum expansion technology and the optical offset-
locking loop is used in this equipment.

2 Er∶doped fiber frequency comb
The fiber frequency comb is shown in Fig.1. DFD: digital frequency discriminator, Amp.: low noise amplifier, PPLN:
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periodically poled MgO∶LiNO3 (fan-out type), Cpl. :fiber coupler, AL: aspheric lens, Syn. : microwave synthesizer. This
oscillator employs nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) as the mode-locking mechanism and is operated at a repetition
rate of 128 MHz at a central wavelength of 1560 nm. The average output power is more than 50 mW.

Fig.1 Schematic diagram for the frequency stabilization of the fiber comb
The output from the oscillator is split into two parts by a fiber coupler and sent to the self-referencing and the

measurement branches respectively.
In the self-referencing arm, the optical pulses are amplified to more than 300 mW by two stage amplifier and are

compressed to approximate 160 fs before broadened to cover an octave-spanning spectrum from 1100 nm to 2200 nm
in HNLF. The beat signal fceo is detected by a collinear self-referencing interferometer, which employs a 2 mm long
periodically poled MgO∶LiNO3 crystal and an InGaAs APD. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the offset signal is typically
35 dB [300 kHz resolution band width (RBW)].

The measurement arm is expanded from IR spectrum to visible range and realized strong output at desired
wavelength, including 689, 698 and 813 nm, which meet requirements of the 87Sr lattice clock. The total spectrum
power after amplification is about 200 mW and the power in single frequency is more than 200 mW within a full
width half maximum (FWHM) of 2 nm. The spectrum is shown in Fig.2. The S/N of the beat signal between the
comb tooth and the external laser is up to 30 dB (300 kHz RBW). The continuous wave (CW) laser′s output power is
more than 1 mW.

Fig.2 Expansion visible spectra after HNLF (no acquire at the same time in one branch)
The 7th harmonic of the comb repetition rate frequency is locked to a low phase noise synthesizer which is

referenced to the NIM H-maser. The residual fluctuation of the stabilized signal frep is 0.49 mHz (1σ,1s gate time),
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corresponding to a relative instability of 4.9 × 10- 13[7]. The locking servo system controls both the ring laser cavity
length and the laser baseplate′ s temperature. This fiber comb is continuously locked over one month in the lab
condition.

3 External CW laser frequency stabilization
The beat note between the output from the measurement arm and the external CW laser (813 nm ECDL) is

about 20MHz with a S/N up to 30 dB (300 kHz RBW). The CW laser is a home- made ECDL with Littman
configuration, and the output power for beating is more than 1 mW. An optical phase- locked loop is employed to
lock the laser (813 nm ECDL ) frequency to the comb tooth as shown in Fig.3. Syn.: microwave synthesizer, Grating:
1800 lines grating, Optical filter: 2 nm (FHWM), PBS: polarization beam splitter.

Fig.3 Schematic diagram for the frequency stabilization of the CW laser
The beat note signal and a local 20 MHz signal that referenced to the H- maser mixed by a digital phase

discriminator[7,10] . The error signal which feeds back to the laser controls the diode current and the cavity piezo voltage.
For eliminated tracking stability of the locked external laser, the measured residual frequency fluctuations of

the 20 MHz signal is shown in Fig.4(a), which shows one standard deviation of 53.7 mHz.

Fig.4 (a) Residual fluctuations of the beat signal between comb tooth and CW laser (in-loop, gatetime:1s); (b) calculated frequency stability

4 Conclusion
A home-made Er: doped fiber frequency comb is demonstrated which is employed to measure and control the

laser absolute frequency for Sr optical lattice clock. It is realized that the power increasing at special frequency
points within the comb′ s output expanded spectrum. The external CW laser frequency is locked faithfully to the
comb tooth.

The further work contains multi-frequency locking simultaneously and comb teeth linewidth reduction.
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